One of the fundametal problems in robust control theory concems the sability of the te space sysem 1(t) = (A + AA):(t), (1.1) where the noal dynamics matrix A is asymptotically table and AA is an unceri perturbation belonging to a specified uncertainty set (see [1] and the references therein) Aaongh the liteure concerning (1.1) is quite extensive, the discrete-tie a of (1.1), namely s(h + 1) = (A + AA)z(k), (1.2) has been reatively neglected, notable exceptionw being [I] and the references therein. The oI of the preset paper is to contribute to the system of (1.2) for both robust (Ac, Bc, C,) such that the closed-loop system conisting of the nth-order controled plant x(kl+1) =(A+A)s(k)+(B+AB)f4b(k), k= 1,2,..., (3.1) measuements (k) = (C + AC)(k), (3.2) and n,th-order dynai compenator 
noisy measrements V(k) = (C + AC):(k) + wa(k), (3.6) and n,th-order dynamic compensator (3.3), (3.4), the performance criterion J(Ac, B,, Cc)
is minimized. + Za,(aQ,A4T -a;1,i4ATr) (7.3) satisfies (4.3) with U given by (7.1).
PROOF: Note that Next, the first and second terms in the right hand side (RuB) of (7.4) are automatically bounded by A4Ar + Z=El a>t4AT. To bound the third term in the RHS of (7.4) Springer-Verlag, 1979 
